Toro's SitePro goes into beta testing

The Toro Co.'s Irrigation Division has its new SitePro computerized central irrigation control system up and running at 25 beta test sites around the country.

First introduced at the GCSAA show in Feb. '97, SitePro promises to handle hydraulic designs through the Windows 95 interface and Toro's exclusive Electro-Flow feature. Additionally, Toro's T-Wizard set-up will feature a fast and flexible way to set up an irrigation system without touching a keyboard or spreadsheet. The system also features graphical system status at the station level. For more information contact Toro at 909-688-9221.

Watertronics adds features

Watertronics modularized skid construction now features integrated filters and fertigation units for its pump station.

Other new additions to the Watertronics unit include: patented electronic butterfly valves for surge-free back up pressure regulation in the event of an VFD malfunction; dripless mechanical seals for turbine pumps that eliminate packing gland misadjustments; and Watervision touchscreen controls for point-and-press information retrieval.

For more information call Watertronics at 800-356-6686.

Rain Bird builds Eagle's Nest

The Rain Bird Eagle's Nest adapter converts Rain Bird 47D and 51D impact series rotors to Eagle 700 and 750 gear-driven rotors conveniently and economically. The Eagle's Nest adapter allows you to insert an Eagle 700 and 750 internal assembly into an existing case without removing the case from the ground.

- Reduce labor costs with snapping technology.
- Reduce equipment costs by using existing impact rotor cases to house Eagle gear-driven rotors.
- Cut conversion time and labor costs with minimal disruption in play.

The Eagle's Nest rotor

- Self-flushing case clears debris from rotor before closing.
- Water-lubricated design eliminates the environmental threat created by oil-lubricated rotors.
- The Eagle's Nest 700 rotor provides a full-circle 360 degree radius of 56' to 82' (17.0-25.0).
- The part-circle 750 rotor has a 30' to 345' degree radius of 56' to 82' (17.0-25.0).
- Nozzle pop-up height 3.25" (8.3 cm).
- Nozzle trajectory 25°.
- Can handle pressure ranges from 50 to 100 psi (3.5 to 6.9 bars).

For more information contact Rain Bird at 818-812-3600.

Bear offers replacement alternatives

Bear Irrigation offers The RG850/RG851 series replacement sprinklers. The 850/851 series features a 4" stainless steel riser, 53°-72° radius, 11.0-91.3 GPM flow rate, five interchangeable nozzles and a five-year warranty.

The 850/851 series can replace Ford’s 5300, 660, 730, 700, 650 and 750 series sprinklers, as well as Rain Bird’s D series and Eagle 700 series. For more information contact Bear Irrigation at 909-308-1633.

The Best Just Keeps Getting Better!

For many years now, RegalStar® has been recognized as the best and most effective pre-emerge herbicide available for professional turf managers. But now, it's even better than before.

1. We’ve improved the formulation to increase the synergistic action, making it even more effective. Patents are pending for synergistic activity.
2. RegalStar® II will deliver superior results at lower rates compared to earlier formulations.
3. Additional label uses: home lawns, ornamental beds and nurseries.
4. Research proven: Excellent results on cool and warm-season turf; even on newly sprigged bermudagrass.

Anticipate your RegalStar® II needs for next year. Place your order before September 30 and receive a substantial early order discount.

"THE QUALITY PRODUCT FOR SUPERIOR WEED CONTROL."
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